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Time Squad: Alpha Strike! introduced for iOS - New Space Shooter Game
Published on 09/16/19
Biosoftworld Game Studios introduces Time Squad: Alpha Strike! 1.0.1, the company's new
space shooting game developed exclusively for iOS devices. It's the 21st century and an
elite squadron of advanced combat earth spaceships is coming back through space and time
in order to rescue Earth from a catastrophic alien invasion. Players pilot one of the
front-end spacecraft in three different vast settings: solar system, earth's orbit and
finally in a ground attack against aliens.
Athens, Greece - Biosoftworld Game Studios is proud to announce the release of Time Squad:
Alpha Strike! 1.0.1, the company's new space shooting game developed exclusively for
iPhone, iPod touch and iPad. Offering unique gameplay, players must fight aliens in the
solar system, the earth's orbit and even on theground. They will have to save occupied
Earth and defeat alien ground forces.
An elite squadron of advanced combat earth spaceships is coming back in the 21st century
through space and time in order to rescue Earth from a catastrophic alien invasion. This
elite squadron will try to penetrate the alien defences in our solar system and on earth's
orbit. If this happens an alpha strike against alien ground forces will be possible.
Players pilot one of the front-end spacecrafts in three different vast settings: solar
system, earth's orbit and finally in a ground attack against aliens. They may encounter
alien spaceships, mines, turrets in earth's orbit, missiles, and even earth military
assets (like tanks, stealth jets or air-defences) all captured by aliens during invasion.
Lastly In order for a player to proceed to an Orbit Attack they must first complete the
Solar Attack. The ground assault is endless and everyone can try and reach top High
Scores. Players will encounter stealth spacecraft and camouflaged ground forces. All
players can share their success with friends on the Game Center leaderboard.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 81.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Time Squad: Alpha Strike! 1.0.1 is Free (With In-App Purchases) and available worldwide
exclusively through the App Store in the Games category. For more information, please
contact Aikaterini Vlachantoni.
Time Squad: Alpha Strike! 1.0.1:
https://www.biosoftworld.net/
Download from the App Store:
https://apps.apple.com/app/time-squad-alpha-strike/id1452362611
Screenshot:
https://is4-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple113/v4/92/ae/16/92ae1678-763c-da97-a95aaaf750cef21c/pr_source.png/643x0w.png
App Icon:
https://is3-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple123/v4/55/18/02/551802f8-e06f-003e-1925-2df
28f99c214/AppIcon-1-0-1x_U007emarketing-0-85-220-7.png/246x0w.jpg

Founded from Biosoftworld Ltd, as an experiment in 2018, Biosoftworld Game Studios & Labs
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is an innovative technology studio operating in London and Athens. We explore artificial
intelligence, virtual and augmented reality and we create mobile games and applications.
Everything we do is based on the success of the software experiences we provide to our
customers. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2019 Biosoftworld Game Studios & Labs.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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